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1 INTRODUCTION
Ancient Chinese1 is the writing language in ancient China. It is a treasure of Chinese culture which
brings together the wisdom and ideas of the Chinese nation and chronicles the ancient cultural
heritage of China. Learning ancient Chinese not only helps people to understand and inherit the
wisdom of the ancients, but also promotes people to absorb and develop Chinese culture.
∗This is the corresponding author
1The concept of ancient Chinese in this paper almost refers to the cultural/historical notion of literary Chinese (called
WenYanWen in Chinese).
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However, it is difficult for modern people to read ancient Chinese. Firstly, compared with modern
Chinese, ancient Chinese is more concise and shorter. The grammatical order of modern Chinese
is also quite different from that of ancient Chinese. Secondly, most modern Chinese words are
double syllables, while the most of the ancient Chinese words are monosyllabic. Thirdly, there is
more than one polysemous phenomenon in ancient Chinese. In addition, manual translation has a
high cost. Therefore, it is meaningful and useful to study the automatic translation from ancient
Chinese to modern Chinese. Through ancient-modern Chinese translation, the wisdom, talent and
accumulated experience of the predecessors can be passed on to more people.
Neural machine translation (NMT) [2, 15, 24, 26, 27] has achieved remarkable performance on
many bilingual translation tasks. It is an end-to-end learning approach for machine translation,
with the potential to show great advantages over the statistic machine translation (SMT) systems.
However, NMT approach has not been widely applied to the ancient-modern Chinese translation
task. One of the main reasons is the limited high-quality parallel data resource.
The most popular method of acquiring translation examples is bilingual text alignment [11]. This
kind of method can be classified into two types: lexical-based and statistical-based. The lexical-based
approaches [13, 25] focus on lexical information, which utilize the bilingual dictionary [5, 20] or
lexical features. Meanwhile, the statistical-based approaches [3, 7] rely on statistical information,
such as sentence length ratio in two languages and align mode probability.
However, these methods are designed for other bilingual language pairs that are written in
different language characters (e.g. English-French, Chinese-Japanese). The ancient-modern Chinese
has some characteristics that are quite different from other language pairs. For example, ancient
and modern Chinese are both written in Chinese characters, but ancient Chinese is highly concise
and its syntactical structure is different from modern Chinese. The traditional methods do not take
these characteristics into account. In this paper, we propose an effective ancient-modern Chinese
text alignment method at the level of clause2 based on the characteristics of these two languages.
The proposed method combines both lexical-based information and statistical-based information,
which achieves 94.2 F1-score on Test set. Recently, a simple longest common subsequence based
approach for ancient-modern Chinese sentence alignment is proposed in [28]. Our experiments
showed that our proposed alignment approach performs much better than their method.
We apply the proposed method to create a large translation parallel corpus which contains
∼1.24M bilingual sentence pairs. To our best knowledge, this is the first large high-quality ancient-
modern Chinese dataset.3 Furthermore, we test SMT models and various NMT models on the
created dataset and provide a strong baseline for this task.
2 CREATING LARGE TRAINING DATASET
2.1 Overview
There are four steps to build the ancient-modern Chinese translation dataset: (i) The parallel corpus
crawling and cleaning. (ii) The paragraph alignment. (iii) The clause alignment based on aligned
paragraphs. (iv) Augmenting data by merging aligned adjacent clauses. The most critical step is the
third step.
2The clause alignment is more fine-grained than sentence alignment. In the experiment, a sentence was splitted into clauses
when we meet comma, semicolon, period or exclamation mark.
3The dataset in [28] contains only 57391 sentence pairs, the dataset in [16] only involves 205 ancient-modern Chinese
paragraph pairs, and the dataset in [17] only involves one history book.
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2.2 Clause Alignment
In the clause alignment step, we combine both statistical-based and lexical-based information to
measure the score for each possible clause alignment between ancient and modern Chinese strings.
The dynamic programming is employed to further find overall optimal alignment paragraph by
paragraph. According to the characteristics of the ancient and modern Chinese languages, we
consider the following factors to measure the alignment score d(s, t) between a bilingual clause
pair:
Lexical Matching. The lexical matching score is used to calculate the matching coverage of the
ancient clause s . It contains two parts: exact matching and dictionary matching. An ancient Chinese
character usually corresponds to one or more modern Chinese words. In the first part, we carry out
Chinese Word segmentation to the modern Chinese clause t . Then we match the ancient characters
and modern words in the order from left to right.4 In further matching, the words that have been
matched will be deleted from the original clauses.
However, some ancient characters do not appear in its corresponding modern Chinese words. An
ancient Chinese dictionary is employed to address this issue. We preprocess the ancient Chinese
dictionary5 and remove the stop words. In this dictionary matching step, we retrieve the dictionary
definition of each unmatched ancient character and use it to match the remaining modern Chinese
words. To reduce the impact of universal word matching, we use Inverse Document Frequency
(IDF) to weight the matching words. The lexical matching score is calculated as:
L(s, t) = 1|s |
∑
c ∈s
1t
(
c
)
+
1
|s |
∑
c ∈sˆ
min
(
1, β
∑
k
idfk · 1tˆ
(
dˆck
) )
. (1)
The above equation is used to calculate the matching coverage of the ancient clause s . The first
term of equation (1) represents exact matching score. |s | denotes the length of s , c denotes each
ancient character in s , and the indicator function 1t
(
c
)
indicates whether the character c can match
the words in the clause t . The second term is dictionary matching score. Here sˆ and tˆ represent the
remaining unmatched strings of s and t , respectively. dˆck denotes the k-th character in the dictionary
definition of the c and its IDF score is denoted as idfk . The β is a predefined parameter which is
used to normalize the IDF score. We tuned the value of this parameter on the Dev set.
Statistical Information. Similar to [7] and [25], the statistical information contains alignment
mode and length information. There are many alignment modes between ancient and modern
Chinese languages. If one ancient Chinese clause aligns two adjacent modern Chinese clauses, we
call this alignment as 1-2 alignment mode. We show some examples of different alignment modes
in Figure 1. In this paper, we only consider 1-0, 0-1, 1-1, 1-2, 2-1 and 2-2 alignment modes which
account for 99.4% of the Dev set. We estimate the probability Pr(n-m) of each alignment mode
n-m on the Dev set. To utilize length information, we make an investigation on length correlation
between these two languages. Based on the assumption of [7] that each character in one language
gives rise to a random number of characters in the other language and those random variables δ
are independent and identically distributed with a normal distribution, we estimate the mean µ
and standard deviation σ from the paragraph aligned parallel corpus. Given a clause pair (s, t), the
statistical information score can be calculated by:
S(s, t) = φ
( |s |/|t | − µ
σ
)
· Pr(n-m), (2)
where φ(·) denotes the normal distribution probability density function.
4When an ancient character appears in a modern word, we define the character to exact match the word.
5The dictionary we used come from the website http://guwen.xiexingcun.com.
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Fig. 1. Some examples of different alignment modes. There is a pair of aligned ancient-modern Chinese
paragraphs. The ancient Chinese paragraph on the left contains 9 clauses, and the modern Chinese paragraph
on the right contains 8 clauses. The lines represent the alignment relation of ancient and modern clauses. The
alignment of blue clauses is the 2-2 alignment mode which covers the cases of sentence disordering. And the
alignment of red clauses is the 2-1 alignment mode. The rest are in 1-1 alignment mode. [best viewed in color]
Edit Distance. Because ancient and modern Chinese are both written in Chinese characters, we
also consider using the edit distance. It is a way of quantifying the dissimilarity between two strings
by counting the minimum number of operations (insertion, deletion, and substitution) required to
transform one string into the other. Here we define the edit distance score as:
E(s, t) = 1 − EditDis(s, t)
max(|s |, |t |) . (3)
Dynamic Programming. The overall alignment score for each possible clause alignment is as
follows:
d(s, t) = L(s, t) + γS(s, t) + λE(s, t). (4)
Here γ and λ are pre-defined interpolation factors. We use dynamic programming to find the overall
optimal alignment paragraph by paragraph. Let D(i, j) be total alignment scores of aligning the first
to i-th ancient Chinese clauses with the first to to j-th modern Chinese clauses, and the recurrence
then can be described as follows:
D(i, j) =max

D(i − 1, j) + d(si ,NULL)
D(i, j − 1) + d(NULL, tj )
D(i − 1, j − 1) + d(si , tj )
D(i − 1, j − 2) + d(si , tj ⊕ tj−1)
D(i − 2, j − 1) + d(si ⊕ si−1, tj )
D(i − 2, j − 2) + d(si ⊕ si−1, tj ⊕ tj−1)
(5)
Where si ⊕ si−1 denotes concatenate clause si−1 to clause si . As we discussed above, here we only
consider 1-0, 0-1, 1-1, 1-2, 2-1 and 2-2 alignment modes.
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Fig. 2. Some data samples of the ancient-modern Chinese parallel corpus. The source language is ancient
Chinese and the reference is modern Chinese.
2.3 Ancient-Modern Chinese Dataset
Data Collection. To build the large ancient-modern Chinese dataset, we collected 1.7K bilingual
ancient-modern Chinese articles from the internet. More specifically, a large part of the ancient
Chinese data we used come from ancient Chinese history records in several dynasties (about
1000BC-200BC) and articles written by celebrities of that era.6 They used plain and accurate words
to express what happened at that time, and thus ensure the generality of the translated materials.
Paragraph Alignment. To further ensure the quality of the new dataset, the work of paragraph
alignment is manually completed. After data cleaning andmanual paragraph alignment, we obtained
35K aligned bilingual paragraphs.
6Most of the raw data comes from the website http://www.gushiwen.org and http://wyw.5156edu.com.
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Clause Alignment. We applied our clause alignment algorithm on the 35K aligned bilingual
paragraphs and obtained 517K aligned bilingual clauses. The reason we use clause alignment
algorithm instead of sentence alignment is because we can construct more aligned sentences more
flexibly and conveniently. To be specific, we can get multiple additional sentence level bilingual
pairs by “data augmentation”.
Data Augmentation. We augmented the data in the following way: Given an aligned clause pair,
we merged its adjacent clause pairs as a new sample pair. For example, suppose we have three
adjacent clause level bilingual pairs: (x1, y1), (x2, y2), and (x3, y3). We can get some additional
sentence level bilingual pairs, such as: (x1 ⊕ x2, y1 ⊕ y2) and (x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3, y1 ⊕ y2 ⊕ y3). Here x1,
x2, and x3 are adjacent clauses in the original paragraph, and a ⊕ b denotes concatenate clause b
to clause a. The advantage of using this data augmentation method is that compared with only
using (x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3, y1 ⊕y2 ⊕y3) as the training data, we can also use (x1 ⊕ x2, y1 ⊕y2) and (x2 ⊕ x3,
y2 ⊕ y3) as the training data, which can provide richer supervision information for the model and
make the model learn the align information between the source language and the target language
better. After the data augmentation, we filtered the sentences which are longer than 50 or contain
more than four clause pairs.
Dataset Creation. Finally, we split the dataset into three sets: training (Train), development (Dev)
and testing (Test). Note that the unaugmented dataset contains 517K aligned bilingual clause pairs
from 35K aligned bilingual paragraphs. To keep all the sentences in different sets come from different
articles, we split the 35K aligned bilingual paragraphs into Train, Dev and Test sets following these
ratios respectively: 80%, 10%, 10%. Before data augmentation, the unaugmented Train set contains
∼ 0.46M aligned bilingual clause pairs from 28K aligned bilingual paragraphs. Then we augmented
the Train, Dev and Test sets respectively. Note that the augmented Train, Dev and Test sets also
contain the unaugmented data. The statistical information of the three data sets is shown in Table
1. We show some examples of data in Figure 2.
Table 1. Statistical information of the ancient-modern Chinese parallel corpus.
Set Pairs Src Token. Target Token.
Train 1.02M 12.56M 18.35M
Dev 125.71K 1.51M 2.38M
Test 100.63K 1.19M 1.87M
Src Token: the number of tokens in source language.
3 MODEL
3.1 RNN-based NMT model
We first briefly introduce the RNN based Neural Machine Translation (RNN-based NMT) model.
The RNN-based NMT with attention mechanism [2] has achieved remarkable performance on
many translation tasks. It consists of encoder and decoder part.
We firstly introduce the encoder part. The input word sequence of source language are individ-
ually mapped into a d-dimensional vector space X = [x1, ..,xT ]. Then a bi-directional RNN [22]
with GRU [4] or LSTM [10] cell converts these vectors into a sequences of hidden states [h1, ..,hT ].
For the decoder part, another RNN is used to generate target sequence [y1,y2, ...,yT ′]. The
attention mechanism [2, 18] is employed to allow the decoder to refer back to the hidden state
sequence and focus on a particular segment. The i-th hidden state si of decoder part is calculated
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as:
si = RNN(gi , si−1). (6)
Here gi is a linear combination of attended context vector ci and yi−1 is the word embedding of
(i-1)-th target word:
gi = W
yyi−1 +W
cci . (7)
The attended context vector ci is computed as a weighted sum of the hidden states of the encoder:
ei j = vTa tanh(Wasi−1 + Uahj ). (8)
αi j =
exp(ei j )∑
k exp(eik )
. (9)
ci =
∑
j
αi jhj . (10)
The probability distribution vector of the next word yi is generated according to the following:
Pr(yi ) = Softmax(Wosi + b). (11)
We take this model as the basic RNN-based NMT model in the following experiments.
3.2 Transformer-NMT
Recently, the Transformer model [24] has made remarkable progress in machine translation. This
model contains a multi-head self-attention encoder and a multi-head self-attention decoder.
As proposed by [24], an attention function maps a query and a set of key-value pairs to an output,
where the queries Q , keys K , and valuesV are all vectors. The input consists of queries and keys of
dimension dk , and values of dimension dv . The attention function is given by:
Attention(Q,K ,V ) = Softmax(QK
T
√
dk
)V (12)
Multi-head attention mechanism projects queries, keys and values to h different representation
subspaces and calculates corresponding attention. The attention function outputs are concatenated
and projected again before giving the final output. Multi-head attention allows the model to attend
to multiple features at different positions.
The encoder is composed of a stack of N identical layers. Each layer has two sub-layers: multi-
head self-attention mechanism and position-wise fully connected feed-forward network. Similarly,
the decoder is also composed of a stack of N identical layers. In addition to the two sub-layers in
each encoder layer, the decoder contains a third sub-layer which performs multi-head attention
over the output of the encoder stack (see more details in [24]).
4 EXPERIMENTS
Our experiments revolve around the following questions: Q1: As we consider three factors for
clause alignment, do all these factors help? How does our method compare with previous methods?
Q2: How does the NMT and SMT models perform on this new dataset we build?
4.1 Clause Alignment Results (Q1)
In order to evaluate our clause alignment algorithm, we manually aligned bilingual clauses from 37
bilingual ancient-modern Chinese articles, and finally got 4K aligned bilingual clauses as the Test
set and 2K clauses as the Dev set.
Metrics. We used F1-score and precision score as the evaluation metrics. Suppose that we get N
bilingual clause pairs after running the algorithm on the Test set, and there are T bilingual clause
ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: May 2019.
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Table 2. Results of various hyper-parameters on the Dev set.
β γ λ F1 Precision
3 0.05 0.05 94.0 94.5
5 0.05 0.05 94.2 94.7
10 0.05 0.05 93.8 94.3
5 0.03 0.05 93.7 94.3
5 0.05 0.05 94.2 94.7
5 0.10 0.05 93.6 94.2
5 0.05 0.03 94.0 94.5
5 0.05 0.05 94.2 94.7
5 0.05 0.10 93.7 94.3
pairs of these N pairs are in the ground truth of the Test set, the precision score is defined as P = TN
(the algorithm gives N outputs, T of which are correct). And suppose that the ground truth of the
Test set contains M bilingual clause pairs, the recall score is R = TM (there are M ground truth
samples, T of which are output by the algorithm), then the F1-score is 2 · P ·RP+R .
Baselines. Since the related work [3, 7] can be seen as the ablation cases of our method (only
statistical score S(s, t) with dynamic programming), we compared the full proposed method with
its variants on the Test set for ablation study. In addition, we also compared our method with the
longest common subsequence (LCS) based approach proposed by [28]. To the best of our knowledge,
[28] is the latest related work which are designed for Ancient-Modern Chinese alignment.
Hyper-parameters. For the proposed method, we estimated µ and σ on all aligned paragraphs.
The probability Pr(n-m) of each alignment mode n-m was estimated on the Dev set. For the hyper-
parameters β , γ and λ, the grid search was applied to tune them on the Dev set. In order to show
the effect of hyper-parameters β , γ , and λ, we reported the results of various hyper-parameters on
the Dev set in Table 2. Based on the results of grid search on the Dev set, we set β = 5, γ = 0.05,
and λ = 0.05 in the following experiment. The Jieba Chinese text segmentation7 is employed for
modern Chinese word segmentation.
Results. The results on the Test set are shown in Table 3, the abbreviation w/o means removing a
particular part from the setting. From the results, we can see that the lexical matching score is the
most important among these three factors, and statistical information score is more important than
edit distance score. Moreover, the dictionary term in lexical matching score significantly improves
the performance. From these results, we obtain the best setting that involves all these three factors.
We used this setting for dataset creation. Furthermore, the proposed method performs much better
than LCS [28].
4.2 Translation Results (Q2)
In this experiment, we analyzed and compared the performance of the SMT and various NMT
models on our built dataset. To verify the effectiveness of our data augmented method. We trained
the NMT and SMT models on both unaugmented dataset (including 0.46M training pairs) and
augmented dataset, and test all the models on the same Test set which is augmented.8 The models
to be tested and their configurations are as follows:
7A Python based Chinese word segmentation module https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba.
8For a more realistic application scenario, we want the model to be able to translate at the sentence level, so we test models
on the Test set which is augmented.
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Table 3. Evaluation results on the Test set.
Setting F1 Precision
all 94.2 94.8
w/o lexical score 84.3 86.5
w/o statistical score 92.8 93.9
w/o edit distance 93.9 94.4
w/o dictionary 93.1 93.9
LCS [28] 91.3 92.2
w/o: without. w/o dictionary: without using dictionary term in lexical matching score.
Table 4. The training configuration of the Transformer.
Setting Basic Transformer Transformer + Augment
Batch Size 32 32
Inner Hidden Size 1024 2048
Word Embedding Size 256 512
Dropout Rate 0.1 0.1
Num Heads h 8 8
Num Layers N 6 6
dk 32 64
dv 32 64
dmodel 256 512
SMT. The state-of-art Moses toolkit [14] was used to train SMT model. We used KenLM [9] to train
a 5-gram language model, and the GIZA++ toolkit to align the data.
RNN-based NMT. The basic RNN-based NMT model is based on [2] which is introduced above.
Both the encoder and decoder used 2-layer RNN with 1024 LSTM cells9, and the encoder is a
bi-directional RNN. The batch size, threshold of element-wise gradient clipping and initial learning
rate of Adam optimizer [12] were set to 128, 5.0 and 0.001. When trained the model on augmented
dataset, we used 4-layer RNN. Several techniques were investigated to train the model, including
layer-normalization [1], RNN-dropout [6], and learning rate decay [26]. The hyper-parameters
were chosen empirically and adjusted in the Dev set. Furthermore, we tested the basic NMT model
with several techniques, such as target language reversal [23] (reversing the order of the words in
all target sentences, but not source sentences), residual connection [8] and pre-trained word2vec
[19]. For word embedding pre-training, we collected an external ancient corpus which contains
∼134M tokens.
Transformer-NMT. We also trained the Transformer model [24] which is a strong baseline of
NMT on both augmented and unaugmented parallel corpus. The training configuration of the
Transformer10 model is shown in Table 4. The hyper-parameters are set based on the settings in
the paper [24] and the sizes of our training sets.
For the evaluation, we used the average of 1 to 4 gram BLEUs multiplied by a brevity penalty
[21] which computed by multi-bleu.perl in Moses as metrics. The results are reported in Table 5.
For RNN-based NMT, we can see that target language reversal, residual connection, and word2vec
9We also tried a larger number of parameters, but found that the performance did not improve.
10The implement of the Transformer model is based on https://github.com/Kyubyong/transformer.
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can further improve the performance of the basic RNN-based NMT model. However, we find that
word2vec and reversal tricks seem no obvious improvement when trained the RNN-based NMT and
Transformer models on augmented parallel corpus. For SMT, it performs better than NMT models
when they were trained on the unaugmented dataset. Nevertheless, when trained on the augmented
dataset, both the RNN-based NMT model and Transformer based NMT model outperform the SMT
model. In addition, as with other translation tasks [24], the Transformer also performs better than
RNN-based NMT.
Because the Test set contains both augmented and unaugmented data, it is not surprising that
the RNN-based NMT model and Transformer based NMT model trained on unaugmented data
would perform poorly. In order to further verify the effect of data augmentation, we report the test
results of the models on only unaugmented test data (including 48K test pairs) in Table 6. From the
results, it can be seen that the data augmentation can still improve the models.
Table 5. 1-4 gram BLEUs results on various models.
Model 1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram
SMT 50.24 38.05 29.93 24.04
+ Augment 51.70 39.09 30.73 24.72
basic RNN-based NMT 23.43 17.24 13.16 10.26
+ Reversal 29.84 21.55 16.13 12.39
+ Residual 33.66 23.52 17.25 13.03
+ Word2vec 34.29 25.11 19.02 14.74
+ Augment 53.35 40.10 31.51 25.42
basic Transformer 39.51 29.14 22.42 17.72
+ Augment 54.23 41.61 33.22 27.16
Table 6. 1-4 gram BLEUs results of NMT models tested on only unaugmented test data.
Model 1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram
basic RNN-based NMT 49.67 37.00 28.68 22.64
+ Augment 49.90 38.24 30.28 24.43
basic Transformer 50.47 38.28 30.17 24.47
+ Augment 51.85 39.60 31.51 25.75
4.3 Analysis
The generated samples of various models are shown in Figure 3. Besides BLEU scores, we analyze
these examples from a human perspective and draw some conclusions. At the same time, we design
different metrics and evaluate on the whole Test set to support our conclusions as follows:
On the one hand, we further compare the translation results from the perspective of people.
We find that although the original meaning can be basically translated by SMT, its translation
results are less smooth when compared with the other two NMT models (RNN-based NMT and
Transformer). For example, the translations of SMT are usually lack of auxiliary words, conjunctions
and function words, which is not consistent with human translation habits. To further confirm this
conclusion, the average length of the translation results of the three models are measured (RNN-
based NMT:17.12, SMT:15.50, Transformer:16.78, Reference:16.47). We can see that the average
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及举贤良方正能直言极谏者，以匡肤之不逮。Source
并且推选贤良方正，能够直言极谏的人，来纠正我的过失。Reference
等到举荐贤良方能直言极谏的人，以匡正肤不能够得到。RNN
等到举荐贤良方正、能直言极谏的人，以便帮助肤的不足。SMT
并且举荐贤良方正、能直言极谏的人，以便匡正朕的过失。Transformer
赵幽王幽死，肤甚怜之，已立其长于遂为赵王。Source
赵幽王被幽禁而死，我非常怜悯他，己经立他的大儿子刘遂为赵王。Reference
赵幽王被幽禁，肤非常怜悯他，已立他的长子刘遂为赵王。RNN
赵幽王被幽禁致死，肤很怜悯他，立他的大儿子刘遂为赵王。SMT
赵幽王被幽禁而死，朕非常怜悯他，他已经立了长子刘遂为赵王。Transformer
赖天地之灵，社稷之福，方内安宁，靡有兵革。Source
依赖天地的神灵，社稷的福祉，国内安宁，没有战乱。Reference
仰仗天地神灵，社稷的福气，方圆安宁，没有战争。RNN
多亏天地神灵，社稷的福报，境内安宁，没有战争。SMT
依赖天地神灵的保佑，社稷的福报，才使境内安宁，没有战争。Transformer
太后日夜涕泣，幸大王自改，而大王终不觉寤。Source
太后日夜哭泣，希望大王能自己改过，可是大王最终也不能觉悟。Reference
太后日夜哭泣，希望大王自己改变，而大王终究不觉醒悟。RNN
太后日夜哭泣，希望大王能改过自新，大王却始终不觉悟。SMT
太后日夜哭泣，希望大王能改过自新，大王却始终不觉悟。Transformer
遇大雪，士卒冻死及堕指者什二三。Source
路遇大雪，士卒冻死及冻掉手指的，十人当中约有二三人。Reference
遇上天下大雪，士兵冻死和冻死的有十分之二三。RNN
遇上下大雪，兵士冻死以及冻掉手指的有十分之二三。SMT
遇上天降大雪，士卒冻死以及冻掉手指的有十分之二三。Transformer
从陛下游者，徒欲日夜望咫尺之地。Source
跟随陛下辗转奔波，为的就是得到那日思夜想的一点点封地。Reference
跟随陛下去游玩，只是想到日夜盼望着望着有一尺的地方。RNN
跟随陛下各处奔走，只是日夜盼望咫尺之地。SMT
跟随陛下各处奔走，只是日夜盼望着想得到一尺短的地方。Transformer
江东虽小，地方千里，众数十万人，亦足王也。Source
江东虽然狭小，土地方圆千里，民众几十万人，却也足够用以称王了。Reference
江东地区虽小，土地纵横千里，有数十万人，也足够称王。RNN
江东虽小，地方千里，众数十万人，亦足王也。SMT
长江以东虽小，但区域纵横千里，人数十万，也足以称王。Transformer
Fig. 3. Some generated samples of various models.
length of the SMT outputs is shortest, and the length gaps between the SMT outputs and the
references are largest. Meanwhile, the average length of the sentences translated by Transformer is
closest to the average length of references. These results indirectly verify our point of view, and
show that the NMT models perform better than SMT in this task.
On the other hand, there still exists some problems to be solved. We observe that translating
proper nouns and personal pronouns (such as names, place names and ancient-specific appellations)
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is very difficult for all of these models. For instance, the ancient Chinese appellation ‘Zhen’ should
be translated into ‘Wo’ in modern Chinese. Unfortunately, we calculate the accurate rate of some
special words (such as ‘Zhen’,‘Chen’ and ‘Gua’), and find that this rate is very low (the accurate
rate of translating ‘Zhen’ are: RNN-based NMT:0.14, SMT:0.16, Transformer:0.05). We will focus on
this issue in the future.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We propose an effective ancient-modern Chinese clause alignment method which achieves 94.2
F1-score on Test set. Based on it, we build a large scale parallel corpus which contains ∼1.24M
bilingual sentence pairs. To our best knowledge, this is the first large high-quality ancient-modern
Chinese dataset. In addition, we test the performance of the SMT and various NMT models on our
built dataset and provide a strong NMT baseline for this task which achieves 27.16 BLEU score
(4-gram). We further analyze the performance of the SMT and various NMT models and summarize
some specific problems that machine translation models will encounter when translating ancient
Chinese.
For the future work, firstly, we are going to expand the dataset using the proposed method
continually. Secondly, we will focus on solving the problem of proper noun translation and improve
the translation system according to the features of ancient Chinese translation. Finally, we plan to
introduce some techniques of statistical translation into neural machine translation to improve the
performance.
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